
Chapter 15: The Three Treasures
The boat cruise gave the group a glimpse of the surprising side of top ranker Nanami…

The party arrived at Seleca and decided to gather information on the Phantom Sage
Tower...

Area 1: Dark Unexplored Regions of Seleca

Nanami
As the name suggests, Sealed Mountain is characterized by high mountains that denies 
access to travelers.

Nanami
I heard that the entrance to the road through the mountains and to the tower is near this 
part of Seleca.

Elemia You’re so knowledgeable... why don't you go by yourself?

Nanami I'm not interested in fetch-quests.

Nanami If you want to know more, just ask.

Area 2: Dark Unexplored Regions of Seleca

Elemia
At the southern end of the Sealed Mountain, there seems to be an entrance to the cave 
hidden in a forest.

Nanami I found it unexpectedly early.

Vanilla Too easy. It was a let-down, wasn’t it?

Elemia Definitely…

Elemia I didn't hear from the person who actually went there, so there may be some pitfalls.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

You should try going down there once. ♪

Elemia Well, there are things you won't know until you go…

Nanami If there is a pitfall, let Shingo descend first.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Love is enough of a reason to descend the cavern. ♪

Area 3: Dark Unexplored Regions of Seleca

Elemia I got some interesting information about the entrance to the cave.

Vanilla Huh? What it is?

Elemia The entrance is blocked by a large boulder.

Vanilla
What?!
Then, we can’t get in!

Nanami It's not a pitfall, but it's still a nuisance.

Area 4: Seleca Castle Town

Elemia
Whether it's a boulder or a pitfall, there's nothing you can do if you don't go and check 
it out.



Vanilla
If you need physical work, you can leave it to me, right?
Hehe.

Nanami
A procrastinator…
Like my younger brother.

Vanilla What?! That’s a bit of a shock… hehe.

Area 5: Magion Highway

Elemia It's getting dark. It may be night by the time we enter the forest.

Nanami
It doesn't matter if we enter the cave in the day or night, but I wanted to go through the 
forest while it was bright out.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

…Are there ghosts?

Nanami ……

Nanami Hmph, don’t be silly.

Elemia There was a silence there?

Area 6: Purifying Eastern Forest

Nanami Look, ghosts are nonsense…

Elemia
The entrance to the cave is blocked by a stone door...
Is that what was meant by big boulder?

Nanami Ghosts didn’t come out... haha.

They depart……

Nanami Huh?!

Vanilla Someone is at stone door?!

Gatekeeper
I am the Gatekeeper who protects the stone door…
I will not let the weak pass…

Nanami It's… not a ghost?

Elemia
If a weakling can’t pass, I will have no choice but to give you a demonstration. Make 
my day!

Nanami Allow me to pay for the crime of being deceived!

Area 7: Sealed Mountain Rocky Road [BOSS]

Gatekeeper I acknowledge your strength…

Player …

Elemia
We did it!
So, can we open the stone door?

Gatekeeper
Hold the Three Treasures of the Spirits over the door to the Tower of the Three Sages at
once. Only that will break the seal on the stone door…

Vanilla Oh no, what’s going on?



Can't we open it yet?!
How petty.

Elemia
I just got the requirements...
I said it's the Three Treasures of the Spirits…

Vanilla Is that the Red Heart of the Spirit?

Elemia
It seems there’s no mistake...
There are apparently three treasures.

Vanilla Certainly Chubby Girl brought the Blue Tear of the Spirit!

Elemia
Chubby? …Oh, Bint...
We need her cooperation again…

Elemia One more thing… certainly…

Vanilla
It's the Blue Eyes of the Spirit!
I will never forget that treasure!

Elemia Well, where is it?

Vanilla Hehe. Well, up to this point…

Nanami …Is it about the Beast God of War, Cru Ark?

Vanilla Huh?

Nanami It's a poem by Fairy Numir that calms the wrath of the Beast God Cru Ark.…

Nanami
Worried about the Beast God running amok, Numir shed blue tears from his blue eyes 
and dedicated his red shining soul to the Beast God.…

Nanami
The lake made of tears is Fairy Lake Numir, and next to it is a temple where Cru Ark is 
enshrined.…

Nanami Was that helpful?

Elemia
I see, the temple of Cru Ark...
You’re so knowledgeable, aren’t you, Nanami?

Nanami
Those who participate in the arena pray for victory at the Temple of Armor Purification 
at Fairy Lake.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

As expected, you’re a top ranker!

Nanami It’s an accomplishment.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Sis, you have a real smug face. ♪

Nanami Shut up!

Vanilla Then, let’s go to the Temple of Cru Ark to get the Blue Eyes of the Spirit!

Player *Nod*

Chapter 16: The Last Treasure
The party defeated the gatekeeper on the road leading to the 

Sage's Phantom Tower and showed their qualifications to move on, 
but further trials awaited the opening of the stone door...



Area 1: Purifying Eastern Forest

Elemia
Now, I have to ask someone to cooperate with me to get the Blue Eyes of the Spirit at 
the Temple of Cru Ark.

Vanilla
Cooperate? 
What do you mean?

Elemia To open the stone door, to the Tower of the Three Sages, that is…

Elemia
Do we have to hold the treasures at the same time at the doors of the north, east, and 
west towers?

Vanilla
Oh yeah!
Those who can't enter the stone door have to do the work in three places.

Area 2: Magion Highway

Elemia
The Blue Tear of the Spirit should be possessed by Bint and the others, so why don't 
you ask them?

Vanilla Then who has my Red Heart of the Spirit?

Elemia If you’re so inclined, why don’t you go, Vanilla?

Vanilla
No way!
I go by way of the stone door!!

Elemia I thought you would say that…

Area 3: Isaac Road Border

Elemia So, who will we leave the Red Heart of the Spirit to?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I can go.

Vanilla Wolfie?!

Elemia Thank you, but it's rare to remove yourself from the party.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I’ll do it if Vanilla asks!

Vanilla Will you do it?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

There’s no other way!
Leave it to me!!

Elemia One’s as bad as the other…

Area 4: Magion Highway

Vanilla
What about the last one, Blue Eye of the Spirit?
I haven't found it yet. ♪

Elemia Well, the only ones we can count on are Balansia and Setsuna…



Vanilla
Setsuna was chasing the relief.
Do you want Setsuna to help you?

Elemia Hmmm, will she do that as well as provide information?

Area 5: Magion Highway

Elemia Alright, I've sent an email to Setsuna’s group.

Elemia I'd like to get the "Blue Eyes of the Spirit" before joining them.

Vanilla If you can't get it in time, it’ll be pretty awkward. ♪

Elemia Don't say scary things like that…

Area 6: Magion Highway

Elemia I got a reply from Setsuna right away.

Elemia I'm looking forward to it.

Vanilla If she betrays our expectations, it may be scary.

Elemia That won’t happen... haha.

Area 7: Magion Highway

NAVICO The reborn Vanilla's favorite wilderness has come into view.

Vanilla
Hehe…
I just tried to put on a brave front…

Nanami
Hmm, do you also like to train in the wilderness?
I'm impressed!

Vanilla
Uh...
In fact, I do…

NAVICO *Grinning*

Vanilla Please remember that for later.

Area 8: Shell Split Pass

Nanami
Well, my recommendation is to walk in the wilderness, but I dare to walk in rocky 
areas where the foothold is poor.

Nanami
If you’re not nimble of foot, you'll lose your footing in one shot!
Will we get some excitement here?

Vanilla My legs and heart seem to be distressed…

NAVICO Good boys and girls should not imitate that.

Area 9: Shell Split Pass

Elemia You can see the tower faintly in the southern part of the Sealed Mountain.



Nanami That's the Phantom Tower of the Sages.

Vanilla
Someday, we'll get to it.
Teehee…

Nanami Oh, what a good facial expression!

Elemia I feel like there’s also a sense of sorrow there.

Area 10: Fairy Lake Numir

Nanami
Is the wilderness over?
Are you unsatisfied?

Vanilla
Yeah, that's right!
But I say about eight minutes is just right!

Elemia Even if you’re not worried, you'll pass by again when you return to the stone door?

Vanilla Oh…

Area 11: Fairy Lake Numir

Vanilla Is this Lake Fairy Lake Numir?

Nanami Yes, it's a sacred lake where we fighters in the arena cleanse their armor.

Elemia Isn't it better to completely bathe Vanilla?

Vanilla
That’s right...
Hold on, what do you mean by that?!

Area 12: Fairy Lake Numir

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Wouldn’t it be fun if we all bathed in the lake?
It must be fun!

Elemia Hmm... that idea is hard to pass up.

Urayama Shi★
ngo

It's a good idea. Let's take a detour!

Nanami You can't let your masses of worldly desires enter this sacred lake!

Area 13: Fairy Lake Numir

Urayama Shi★
ngo

It’s as good as bathing. ♪
Sis is being stuffy.

Nanami
Unscrupulous!
You especially are absolutely no good!

Urayama Shi★
ngo

Can’t really trust that. ♪

Area 14: Cru Ark Approach



NAVICO North of here is the Temple of Cru Ark.

Elemia Many times it passed before my eyes, but now we’re finally going there.

Nanami …Wait!

Vanilla Huh?! What?!

Nanami What is this strange sensation?

Elemia
A strange sensation?
Ah!

Elemia From the vicinity of the temple... a horde of Black Names?! 

Nanami
I see...
Are those the Black Names who were making noise in the streets?

NAVICO I’ve confirmed about 18 Black Names!

Vanilla Isn't this the first time we’ve seen so many?!

Nanami
But there are a few people who are familiar with this situation...
All of them are the ones who made arrangements in the arena…

Elemia Did people on their way to the arena get infected by the Black Names?

Nanami
Then, at least I'll mourn for them with my sword...
Come on!

*Charge in*

Elemia
Ah!
Careful, Nanami!!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

No worries... I've buried two of them while passing by.

Elemia We’re surrounded... No, you lured them in on purpose?!

Vanilla I don't know what you’re doing because you’re so fast!!

Elemia She defeated five of them in an instant!

Urayama Shi★
ngo

Sis is vulnerable to things that can't be beaten…

Urayama Shi★
ngo

It can’t be beaten. ♪

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Is this... the earnestness of top ranker Nanami?!!

Elemia
Don’t get too enamored with her! 
Let's go!

Player *Nod*

Area 15: Cru Ark Approach

Black Name Rooooooooooaaaaaaaarrrrrrr…

Elemia Nanami has almost cleared them all up…

Nanami Those who defile the pride of warriors in the arena will not be forgiven.



Vanilla So cool... I think I'm enamored. ♪

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

*Frozen in shock*

Nanami I have to report this to my allies in the arena.

Nanami
I’ll take my leave here for the time being…
You guys, do your mission well.

Elemia
Okay, you helped a lot.
See you again, Nanami.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I will beat you someday!
Woah, I finally said it…

Nanami
Then you should go up to the arena...
I'm always waiting there.

Player *Nod*

Urayama Shi★
ngo

Is my life coming to an end soon?
Don't forget about me, honey. ♪

Vanilla
Shingo is going to heaven.
Haha…

Urayama Shi★
ngo

What a shock. ☆

Nanami Farewell, good luck!

Vanilla Ahhh, she’s gone.

Elemia Now we're heading to the temple!

NAVICO Now, everyone, please be careful!

Chapter 17: The Northern Shrine
The party has arrived at the Temple of Cru Ark in order to obtain 

the Blue Eye of the Spirit, one of the Three Hidden Treasures of the 
Spirit, the keys that open the stone door...

Area 1: Cru Ark Temple Floor 1

Elemia I was looking forward to entering the temple, but now I see it's as high as a tower.

NAVICO It seems to be divided into about 30 floors.

Vanilla It’s like a tower, or rather it is a tower…

Area 2: Cru Ark Temple Floor 2

NAVICO
Since the destination is a long way off, I’ll explain the origin of the Temple of Cru Ark
and so on.

NAVICO As Nanami said earlier, Cru Ark is the beast god who controls the outcome of battles.

NAVICO The beast god, consequently, often goes out of control because of his anger, and it 



seems there are many legends about this.

Vanilla After all beasts get out of control, right?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What’s that?
I get shy when you stare at me like that!

Area 3: Cru Ark Temple Floor 3

Elemia I haven't asked Bint for the Blue Tear of the Spirit yet.

Vanilla If you ask Bint, she'll forget it.

Elemia
Yeah, if you consider the selection of people to ask, can you find fault with any of 
them?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I have some stuff I could say!

Vanilla
Oh dear, what a lot of unnecessary trouble!
Teehee…

Area 4: Cru Ark Temple Floor 4

Elemia Well, it's okay if you ask Bell…

Elemia …Alright, I've sent her an email.

Vanilla But did Bint have the Blue Tear of the Spirit?

Vanilla It’ll be good if Bint hasn’t gotten lost again.

Elemia …Indeed.

NAVICO There was a beeping sound of some notification.

Area 5: Cru Ark Temple Floor 5

Elemia Oh, a reply from Bell… *Gulp*

Vanilla
What did she say?
Did she find Bint?

Elemia
Are assuming she got lost?
You're the one who got lost!

Vanilla
As expected, Bint won’t let us down.
But I think that’s a false charge!

Area 6: Cru Ark Temple Floor 6

Elemia
Anyway, according to the email, as soon as they find Bint, they will head to the west 
tower.…

Elemia No, I have to do something before that...

Vanilla It's like normal driving over there.



Area 7: Cru Ark Temple Floor 7

Vanilla Why is she lost this time?

Elemia Could it be that their pet escaped and chased after them?

Elemia They did say something about looking for a pet in the city.

Vanilla Wow... the scene is coming to mind…

Area 8: Cru Ark Temple Floor 8

Elemia But, it's strange…

Vanilla What's wrong?

Elemia
For a temple, there isn't even a priest NPC...
Isn't it too quiet here?

Vanilla Come to think of it, you’re right... *Nod*

Elemia
A Black Name came out from the entrance...
Let’s be careful.

Area 9: Cru Ark Temple Floor 9

??? Ugh……ugh……

Elemia
?!
Did you hear that?

Player *Nod*

Vanilla It’s all upward from here, is it?

Player *Nod*

Elemia Alright, let’s go before they notice us!

Area 10: Cru Ark Temple Floor 10

Black Name Roooooooooaaaaaaarrrrrrrr……

Elemia We did it…

Vanilla It looks like it's on top of this…

Area 11: Cru Ark Temple Floor 11

Vanilla Come to think of it, Wolfie, you were heading to the eastern tower by yourself, right?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Why would I decide to go alone?

Elemia Huh?! You aren’t going alone?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Why are you so surprised?!



Area 12: Cru Ark Temple Floor 12

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Hey... Victoria... no, the Tiger of Revenge, was it?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I'll go with her.
She’s got a weird name though…

Elemia
Hey, didn’t I say something that makes everyone want to jump in all at once with 
something like "stop talking?!”

Area 13: Cru Ark Temple Floor 13

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Okay, I called this Victoria person!

Elemia You called Victoria after all…

Vanilla
Well, have a good time, Doggie.
Oh yeah, I have to hand over the Red Heart of the Spirit…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Huh?
You’re still going out for a while?

Elemia
Huh?
Didn't you call her just now?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Yeah, let's wait in front of the stone door.

Elemia Um... not everyone is as patient as you, are they?

Vanilla I’ve reflected on that…

Area 14: Cru Ark Temple Floor 14

Elemia
Should we set a time when we can return to the stone door, and be prepared to meet at 
that time?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh, oh!
Of course I understand that!

Vanilla One man’s fault is another man’s lesson…

NAVICO Vanilla has an expression of comprehension like I have never seen before…

Area 15: Cru Ark Temple Floor 15

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh, I got a reply from Victoria…

Elemia Oh, what did she say?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Well… she says…
"I'm training with my master, don't disturb me!"

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

"But I'll go anyway." 
Something like that?



Vanilla (That’s refreshingly indecisive...)

Elemia (Why is she being embarrassing?)

Area 16: Cru Ark Temple Floor 16

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Then I was told to disturb you!

Elemia So you jump at offers?

Vanilla Oh no, I have a feeling of impending trouble. ♪

Area 17: Cru Ark Temple Floor 17

Vanilla Doggie doesn't know about Good-luck Tiger’s master, right?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Good-luck Tiger?

Vanilla I tried to shorten Tiger of Revenge’s name and make it feel a little more pleasant.

Elemia Vanilla, I don't know about that…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

But it's cute and sly...
Oh, another email from Victoria just came in…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Somehow, it seems that the master will also follow you, right?

Elemia I'm glad I’m making more friends.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Are you stupid?!
A friend of a friend is an enemy competing for friends, right?!

Elemia Hmm? If you go with that theory, I'm your what...?

Area 18: Cru Ark Temple Floor 18

Elemia
Well, that master... did you say was named Atora?
She had a strange expression, but she doesn't seem to be a bad person.

Vanilla By the way, what kind of master is she?」
Elemia Now that you mention it, she’s a mystery…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I don’t know her well, but can I be a disciple too?

Elemia
Yeah, do you want to be a disciple after knowing her well?
You should decide!

Area 19: Cru Ark Temple Floor 19

??? …Rooo……aaar……

Elemia
!!
It's close again……



Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I won't show you the good spots in the meantime!

Vanilla Oh no, do your best, Fal-Fal.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

It’s here!

Vanilla *Smirk* Hehe ♪

Area 20: Cru Ark Temple Floor 20

Black Name Roooooaaaarrrr……

Vanilla After all, I was taken to an appealing place.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Tsk... I won't lose next time!

Elemia What on earth are you fighting?

Area 21: Cru Ark Temple Floor 21

Elemia Have we finally surpassed the 20th floor?

Vanilla It's such a tall temple.

Elemia Ten floors left, let's go!

Vanilla Teehee, let’s do our best.

Area 22: Cru Ark Temple Floor 22

Elemia Oh, it's an email from Bill.

Vanilla Oh? Not Bell?

Elemia
Yeah, Bill...
Bell seems to be scolding Bint right now.

Vanilla Oh, they found Bint.

Elemia But yeah... that's right.

Vanilla What’s wrong? Why the depressed tone?

Elemia It’s an email, and it's not in the Kyushu dialect…

Vanilla That's very important…

Area 23: Cru Ark Temple Floor 23

Elemia Hmmm, it looks like Bill and the gang are heading to the west tower.

Vanilla
Good grief.
By the way, what kind of pet did you get?

Elemia As planned, I got a giant anteater.

Vanilla Woah, I’m jealous.



Area 24: Cru Ark Temple Floor 24

Vanilla By the way, I completely forgot!

Elemia What's wrong!? No, it’s fine!

Vanilla
Even though I came to the temple,
I forgot to look for the treasure!

NAVICO Elemia is very genial…

Area 25: Cru Ark Temple Floor 25

Vanilla
Anyway, there are valuable things are on the upper level,
so it's not too late now, right?

Elemia Ah, maybe that's true.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

That greediness is certainly sis’ revival…

NAVICO I don’t know if that’s a good thing.

Area 26: Cru Ark Temple Floor 26

Elemia But... if you look closely, there seems to be some evidence of a robbery.…

Vanilla
Don't be impatient...
The really valuable stuff is in the back!

Elemia No, I intended to point out that there was another intruder…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

If this happens, sis won't be stopped anymore!

Elemia Can you tell me why you boast so much?

Area 27: Cru Ark Temple Floor 27

*Crash*

Vanilla
!!
There was a sound up above us!

Elemia Another Black Name?

Vanilla
If the treasure gets destroyed any more,
we won’t be able to accumulate it!

Elemia No no no no, that won’t happen, will it?

Area 28: Cru Ark Temple Floor 28

Vanilla Elemia, you’re slow!

Elemia
This explosive power,
I wonder if it can't be used peacefully…

NAVICO It’s too bad, but I can’t imagine that being the case at all.



Area 29: Cru Ark Temple Floor 29

??? …Roooaaaa……aaa……

Vanilla
!!
Eh? A Black Name is going after the treasure?!

Elemia
I don't think I'm worried about that...
Either way, I can't go without it!

Player *Nod*

Area 30: Cru Ark Temple Floor 30

Black Name Raaaawwwwwrrrrr!

Vanilla
It came out!
I won't let you put a finger on my treasure!

Vanilla Come on!

Player *Nod*

NAVICO The best thing to do is to obediently follow my master.

Area 31: Cru Ark Temple Floor 30 [BOSS]

Black Name Roooooaaaaaarrrr……

Vanilla
We did it...
So, where is the treasure that this guy was aiming for?!

NAVICO I completely forget our original purpose…

Elemia
I don't know if I was aiming for it, but...
There must be a Blue Eye of the Spirit somewhere around here.

Vanilla
Oh, the eyes of that woman's statue!
They’re shining blue!!

Elemia
As expected...
That is the Blue Eye of the Spirit!

Vanilla It's as bright as the other Spirit treasures…

Elemia
Hey, how much would you sell it for?
Did you think about it?

Elemia But it's not for sale, just so you know!

Vanilla I know that, of course!

Elemia
Alright, let's take it and go back down immediately.
Setsuna should be here soon.

Player *Nod*



Chapter 18: The Three Pillars
Finally, the party got the last key, the 

Blue Eye of the Spirit and moved on with 
their their friends to open the stone door.

Area 1: Cru Ark Approach

Setsuna Thank you for your hard work, everyone.

Suuren
Yo!
It’s been a while… hasn’t it?

Karin
Haha!
Suuren, you’re such a joker!!

Elemia I'm sorry for your inconvenience.

Elemia This is the aforementioned Blue Eye of the Spirit.

Setsuna I see... Indeed, it's a beautiful blue jewel.

Elemia Based on the email I sent, I will leave this Blue Eye with you guys.

Setsuna
We hold it over the door of the North Sages’ Tower, the "North Tower of Shuna."
…That’s correct, right?

Elemia
Ah... We need to do it at the same time at the west and east towers too, so I'll let you 
know the timing.

Setsuna I understand. See you soon.

Elemia We'll return the favor on another occasion.

Setsuna I'm looking forward to it...

Suuren See you!

Karin Bye!

Vanilla I’m kind of nervous to meet that princess…

Area 2: Cru Ark Approach

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

If you duel with that princess...
Can you win?

Vanilla
I don't think I even want to duel...
You really don't know what's scary, do you?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Hehe…

Elemia I commend you.

Area 3: Fairy Lake Numir

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Nanami is gone. Perhaps she’s bathing in the lake…



Elemia Are we just dropping in on the way when doing Setsuna a favor?

Vanilla It's too scary if we’re found out…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Uh... as expected, it's no use.

Area 4: Fairy Lake Numir

Elemia It seems better to have the wolf go to the eastern tower first.

Vanilla Well, then I'll give you the Red Heart of the Spirit.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Got it…
I’ll think of this as Vanilla and cherish it!

Vanilla Please return it later!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Gah!
See you later!

*Runs off*

Elemia She left crying…

Area 5: Fairy Lake Numir

Elemia However, the number of people in our group suddenly decreased.

Vanilla Recently, there have been a lot of people coming and going…

NAVICO This is where we enter a flashback scene.

Area 6: Fairy Lake Numir

Elemia I remember when you guys helped me.

Vanilla Then I met this one here.

Player *Nod nod*

NAVICO We enter a flashback scene again.

Area 7: Shell Split Pass

Vanilla I want to immerse myself in my memories like this…

Elemia Be that as it may, the wilderness lies in wait for us.

Vanilla I was happy not noticing that…

Area 8: Shell Split Pass

Vanilla
Even if I forcibly immerse myself in my memories, it seemed like they would be gone 
by the time I got back.

Elemia Is that the light you see before you die?



Area 9: Magion Highway

Elemia
Huh?
…An email from Nanami?

Vanilla Oh, I wonder if it's to say she arrived at the arena?

Elemia
... It seems that Shingo escaped as soon as she arrived.
She is going through hell and back to find him.

Area 10: Magion Highway

Vanilla
If we punish Shingo,
I wonder if there will be a reward.

Elemia Should we negotiate ourselves?

Vanilla I will refrain from doing so…

Area 11: Magion Highway

Vanilla Oh, it’s an email from Doggie…

Elemia Has she been able to link up?

Vanilla On the way up the long slope in front of the tower.

Elemia The Wolf is eager, huh?

Area 12: Magion Highway

Vanilla It seems Doggie is in high spirits…

Vanilla Somehow, that Atora seems to have a great pace as a master…

Elemia Could be…

Area 13: Isaac Road Border

Vanilla
Huh?
There’s something over there…

Thunder
Oh?
Miss, we meet again.

Elemia So that means…

Balansia Yes, I am also here.

Reflection
Hahaha ♪
How are you doing?

Elemia It's going to get lively here again.

Area 14: Magion Highway

Balansia Thanks to you, I was able to establish a guild.



Elemia Congratulations.

Thunder That said, there are still only the three of us in it.

Reflection What do you do?

Elemia As I said before, we collect reliefs.

Balansia
Oh, you mentioned that already?
May we join you for a while?

Elemia If you want.

Player *Nod nod*

Area 15: Purifying Eastern Forest

Vanilla
We’re back at the stone door!
It took a while.

Gatekeeper
Hold the three secret Treasures of the Spirits over the doors of the Three Sages’ 
Towers...
Only that will break the seal on the stone door…

Balansia Is he telling us a riddle?

Elemia Oh, it took me a while to prepare to solve this gimmick.

Vanilla Then, let's get in touch with Doggie!

Elemia I will contact Setsuna and Bell too…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

"East Tower, anytime!"

Bell "West tower, all prepared."

Setsuna "North Tower is awaiting your command."

Elemia
Alright, we're ready...
Everyone, hold up the three secret Treasures of the Spirits!

Bell "Love!"

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

"Courage!"

Setsuna "Hope!"

*Ding*

Vanilla A pattern is appearing on the large stone that blocked the door!

Vanilla What was that shout?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

"Huh? I told you I need this spell from Bell..."

Bell "Hehehehehe. It’s a promise."

Elemia Bell... I can't underestimate you.

NAVICO Elemia... Why are you so happy?

Balansia The stone door is disappearing!



Gatekeeper
The stone door’s restrictions have been lifted...
Those who qualify, go ahead…

Vanilla
Hehe!
The gatekeeper is disappearing too!

Elemia
For the moment, the mission has been completed...
Let's move on!

Chapter 19: Believe In Everyone
On the way to the stone door, the party reunited with 

Balansia’s group and finally broke the seal on the stone door.
They then proceed toward the Phantom Tower of the Sages!

Area 1: Sealed Mountain Road, Cavern Door Level 1

Vanilla
It looks like a pretty deep cave...
Maybe Lilika likes this?

Elemia
It's a cave that extends to the middle of the sealed mountain.
It feels a little suffocating…

Reflection It looks pretty interesting. ♪

Thunder Do you get excited when it's dark?

Reflection Haha. ♪

Area 2: Sealed Mountain Road Level 2

Elemia Oops, I have to thank Setsuna and the gang.

Vanilla Well then, I'll get in touch with the Doggie.

Balansia It seems that it was a surprisingly large event.

Thunder I'm sorry for joining en route…

Player *Shakes head*

Vanilla Oh yeah, don't worry about it. ♪

Area 3: Sealed Mountain Road Level 3

Elemia I got a reply right away from Bell.

Elemia
"When you're in trouble, we’ll be there for you."
I’ll have to return the favor.

Player *Nod*

Area 4: Sealed Mountain Road Level 4

Vanilla
I got a reply from the Doggie.
Oh…



Elemia What’s wrong?

Vanilla She said, “I thought you would take me along, but you’re leaving me behind...”

Elemia Ah... I was so excited that I just went on ahead.

Area 5: Sealed Mountain Road Level 5

Vanilla
I got a follow-up report from Doggie.
Let’s see...

Vanilla
She said, "I received an invitation from Atora for training, so I will do my best this 
time."

Elemia It seems that she was able to cash in a favor from Atora…

Area 6: Sealed Mountain Road Level 6

Elemia Oh, I got a reply from Setsuna this time.

Elemia "Please be careful so that you can find the relief safely."

Elemia "If you are not successful, please let us know," she says.

Vanilla Hehe, it's not an omen…

NAVICO Because there is a precedent called ‘you.’

Area 7: Sealed Mountain Road Level 7

Elemia By the way, did you just establish a guild, Balansia?

Balansia Yes, I haven't decided how to manage it yet.

Thunder I have to decide what to do before I let in new members.

Area 8: Sealed Mountain Road Level 8

Balansia I want to get rid of the illegal elements of this game and return it to its original state.

Balansia I've decided on only that, but I haven't come up with a means yet.

Elemia
Even if we’re boisterous, we will not be looked at, and above all, CC's concealment 
technology is incredible.

Area 9: Sealed Mountain Road Level 9

Reflection
Hmmmm?
If you started a rumor, what would it be about?

Elemia What are you talking about?

??? ……Rooooaaarrr……

Reflection Huh?

Vanilla You have good ears...



Area 10: Sealed Mountain Road Level 10

Black Name Raaaaaaaahhhhhrrrr……

Reflection
Ha,
as usual, I’ll get rid of it.

Vanilla I want you to forgive me already, okay?

Elemia The closer you get to the relief, the more it may be unavoidable.

Balansia ……

Area 11: Sealed Mountain Road Level 11

Balansia
That thing was called a Black Name, right?
Does that have anything to do with relief?

Elemia That’s right, it might be better if I explain it to you.

Player *Nod*

Area 12: Sealed Mountain Road Level 12

Elemia This is my conclusion based on the situation so far…

Elemia
If a person who is not qualified touches the relief, that person will become a Black 
Name.

Elemia And whether or not you qualify can only be known by touching the relief.

Balansia Oh, no…

Area 13: Sealed Mountain Road Level 13

Balansia Why, is this not a problem?

Elemia Firstly, the difficulty of this quest is so high that few people are directly affected.

Elemia
And another thing, it may be because CC Corp itself says that the problem has not 
even occurred.

Thunder Such a thing couldn't be hidden forever…

Elemia I think they’re good at manipulating information like that for a long time…

Area 14: Sealed Mountain Road Level 14

Vanilla I'm the one who was directly damaged, but everyone is too gloomy!

Reflection Did you suffer any damage?

Vanilla
Yesssss.
Actually, this character is my second one.

NAVICO I used to be a selfish person named Cocole, but now I'm Vanilla…

NAVICO ...Oh, you haven’t changed much, have you?

Vanilla Oh my, I wonder if I should erase the NAVI that says rude things.



NAVICO I’m very sorry.

Vanilla A system voice suddenly showed up…

Balansia …

Area 15: Sealed Mountain Road Level 15

Vanilla
Let's go have more fun.
Okay?

Balansia Yeah... this is a game after all.

Reflection Are you always this serious?

Balansia
Yes.
Excuse me, Reflection.

Reflection No need to be so formal.

Balansia Ah, I’m sorry, Reflection.

Area 16: Sealed Mountain Road Level 16

Elemia You’re starting to relax a bit,  Balansia.

Balansia
Huh?
That's not true!

Vanilla
It’s true.
Are you a high school student?
Maybe a college student?

Elemia You're still incredibly enthusiastic about your privacy…

Area 17: Sealed Mountain Road Level 17

Balansia I'm in my second year of junior high school.

Vanilla Huh…

Balansia Second grade of junior high school...

Vanilla Oh, really?

Balansia Is something the matter?

Area 18: Sealed Mountain Road Level 18

Elemia Vanilla... you're in your second year of high school, right?

Vanilla Oh, ah, yes…

Elemia
Just asking.
The others didn’t say…

Vanilla I wonder if I should calm down a little more…

NAVICO I think that’s impossible now…



Area 19: Sealed Mountain Road Level 19

Thunder By the way, I'm older than the young lady there, so don't worry!

Vanilla Well, Thun-Thun looks older no matter what anyone thinks.

Thunder That stings a little…

Area 20: Sealed Mountain Road Level 20

Reflection So, am I on the verge of a secret?

Reflection Is that more interesting?

Thunder I don't even know.

Reflection I heard about Thunder’s substance, though.

Vanilla Oh, crafty!

Thunder Right?

Area 21: Sealed Mountain Road Level 21

Reflection
Oh?
Do you smell something?

Elemia What?

??? ……Uhhhhhhh……

Vanilla
Even though it's in the game, it smells...
Awful thing!

Reflection
Haha!
A figure of speech, right?

Elemia Alright, let's be careful and get going…

Thunder Understood!

Area 22: Sealed Mountain Road Level 22

Elemia I saw it. There's a door in the back.

Vanilla Is that the door to the Sage's Phantom Tower?

Reflection Can you see one of those black things in front of the door?

Thunder If we don't defeat it, we won't be able to go any further!

Player *Nod*

Area 23: Sealed Mountain Rocky Road [BOSS] Level 23

Black Name Roooooooaaaaaarrrrr…

Elemia We did it…

Balansia
This is… 
originally a Player character…



Thunder Balansia…

Elemia
We can't do anything more...
We have no choice but to move onward.

Balansia I'm sorry…

Balansia I think that character used to have the thoughts of the Player…

Player …

Balansia I will firmly keep this situation in mind.

Balansia
That leads to what we have to do...
That's what I think.

Vanilla
Cocole too, she... Uh, nevermind.
Let's enter the tower!

Chapter 20: The Center of the Continent
While on the way for the Sages’ Phantom Tower, everyone exchanges 

information with Balansia and they all deepen their connections .
Then a corrupted being once again attacks!

Area 1: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 1

Elemia We've finally arrived at the Sages’ Phantom Tower.

Vanilla Is there a gate on the top floor here?

NAVICO Information about the Sages’ Phantom Tower has been updated!

Vanilla
Oh, that’s sensible.
…And what floor is the top floor?

NAVICO The top floor of this tower is the 25th floor…

Vanilla Hehe, I'm getting psyched up!

Area 2: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 2

Elemia Are you not usually psyched up?

Vanilla Uh-hmm…

Elemia …Can't you show the cool things to younger people?

Vanilla
Hey. ♪
Zip your mouth!

Area 3: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 3

Balansia Vanilla, it’s very hard to ask you this…

Vanilla
Huh? What?
You can ask me anything. ♪



Balansia …May I ask you about the time when your previous character disappeared?

Thunder
!
Bal, that's a little sensitive…

Area 4: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 4

Vanilla
Is it okay?
If you want to help Bal.

Thunder
!!
Bal?!

Reflection A bit much, I mistook it as poking fun at the name.

Balansia Um, what can I say…

Reflection I'm really upset. ♪

Area 5: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 5

Vanilla Cocole is my previous character.

Vanilla As Elemia said, I touched the relief and turned it into a Black Name.

Balansia Turned into a Black Name? How could that happen?

Vanilla
Hmm... I didn't hear what Cocole said.
…It felt like a snap.

Area 6: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 6

Balansia A snap…

Vanilla Yeah, kinda like that…

Vanilla
Something between Cocole and I...
It snapped... I wonder if that’s the best way to put it...
Yes…

Thunder
I’m sorry, young lady.
That's enough…

Vanilla
Oh, no,
I wonder if I’m making you a little sad.
Ahaha…

Balansia
Umm…
I’m sorry.

Vanilla
It’s fine, no worries.
It’s nice that you felt bad about it at all. ♪

Elemia …Now, let’s continue on!

Area 7: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 7



Reflection Ah, I’m sensing a presence.

Elemia Is it above us?

Reflection
Yeah, yeah.
It is.

Vanilla
Hehe!
Now I’m getting stoked!

Area 8: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 8

Black Name Rooooooooaaaaaaaarrrrrrr…

Vanilla Hehe, it’s dying peacefully, right?

Balansia
The one who controls the Black Name is...
Who is it...?

Thunder Bal... let's go on ahead.

Balansia Okay…

Area 9: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 9

Vanilla Uhhhhh…

Vanilla
If it’s the tower where the wise men studied, it would be nice if it had more treasure, 
right?

NAVICO I am reassured by the stable Vanilla…

Vanilla Oh my, that’s not a compliment, is it?

NAVICO A compliment?

Area 10: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 10

Thunder I did something bad to you earlier.

Elemia No, I’m okay, aren’t I?

Thunder I looked at you as though I were about to burst…

Elemia I recognize that your ability to react on a dime is a strength.

Thunder So big of you…

Area 11: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 11

Balansia Um, Vanilla…

Vanilla What is it, Bal?

Elemia
Vanilla and Bal are confusing names!
I request a fix to this!

Vanilla Huh?!

Balansia (Huh)



Area 12: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 12

Vanilla So… how about Bal-Bal?

Elemia No.

Vanilla Balan-Balan?

Elemia
Definitely not!
Oh, why didn’t I smash you to smithereens a while ago?

Balansia (Oh dear)

Area 13: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 13

Balansia Umm, can't you just call me Balansia?

Vanilla I see... I didn't think of that. ♪

Thunder
Oh, Bal is about to cry.
Hahaha!

Balansia Geez… This is not a laughing matter!

Reflection Haha, she’s getting angry. ♪

Area 14: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 14

Balansia
Umm… Vanilla.
Sorry to butt in, but I'd like to talk to you…

Vanilla Oh, I’m sorry about before, okay?

Balansia Then, while we’re walking, there’s something else…

Area 15: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 15

Balansia I talked to you about it before…

Reflection
Wait a minute...
There's a guy at the top again, right?

Thunder Bal, save the talking for after.

Elemia Alright, let’s go!

Area 16: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 16

Black Name Raaaaaahhhhhhhrrrr…

Reflection Hmm, it's gone…

Elemia
It would have been regrettable to come to such a place and get turned into a Black 
Name.

Balansia What would the player of your character do?

Elemia I think it's a good idea to remake it like Vanilla did.



Area 17: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 17

Vanilla
That's right, the story I just talked about...
Was it a guild invitation after all?

Balansia
Huh?
…Yes, you understand correctly.

Vanilla Well, did you say that you will not give up?

NAVICO Considering it’s Vanilla, she remembered that well enough.

Vanilla Why you…

Elemia No, I strongly agree with NAVICO.

Vanilla Isn't that a little too mean?

Area 18: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 18

Balansia How about joining the guild?

Balansia
It would be encouraging if Vanilla, who had actually been harmed, could consult with
us in the guild…

Vanilla I'll always be there for consultation, but... yeah... well, I’ll have to think about it.

Balansia
Ok, no worries. Thank you.
We've made progress.

Area 19: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 19

Thunder
Did you give up that easily?
I thought you would try a little harder.

Balansia If she can always consult with us, then I thought that was enough for now…

Thunder Haha, I suppose you’re right.

Area 20: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 20

Elemia
Hmm... finally on the 20th floor.
Just a little further.

Reflection Where are you going from the gate on the top floor?

Elemia Didn't I explain that already?

Elemia To Zel Magion, the Demon City of the west that sunk to the bottom of the sea.

Reflection
Zel Magion?
That's not on the map.

Balansia It's a special place that you can't go without persuing this relief event, right?

Elemia
Probably...
Isn't it exciting?



Area 21: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 21

Balansia
Demon City Zel Magion...
What kind of place is it?

Elemia Oh, you’re pretty eager.

Balansia Do you understand why?

Balansia
I love adventuring to unknown places!
I'm excited…

Vanilla
Hehe. ♪
It felt like you became a little girl again all of a sudden.

Balansia Please stop…

Area 22: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 22

Thunder I don't think I’ve seen Bal have this much fun in a long time.

Reflection You got that right.

Elemia I think she’s overwhelmed.

Thunder If possible, I want Bal to always have fun playing this game.

Thunder I forgot about the guild... oops, slip of the tongue, hahaha.

Area 23: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 23

Thunder Elemia, isn't what we just spoke about a secret to Bal?

Elemia
I haven't heard anything... hmm? 
I've been saying that a lot lately.

Player *Nod*

Area 24: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 24

??? ……Roooaaarrr……

Reflection …Hmm, it’s right above us.

Balansia A Black Name…

Elemia I've returned to a grim face again.

Balansia What?

Player …

Elemia Nevermind, let’s go.

Area 25: Sage's Phantom Tower Floor 25

Vanilla Hehe! There’s the gate! ♪

Black Name Rooooaaaaarrr!!

Reflection Another Black Name?



Balansia
quickly…
Please erase that regrettable lump!

Elemia Got it. Here I go!

Player *Nod*

Area 26: Sage's Phantom Tower [BOSS] Floor 25

Black Name Rooooaaaaaarrrr…

Balansia
The agony of death…
My heart hurts.

Vanilla
Go through this gate and you'll be in Zel Magion!
Hehe.

Balansia Okay…

Balansia I'm sorry, it got dark again…

Thunder …Well, chin up and let’s go, Bal!

Balansia Okay!

Elemia
So are you ready?
Now, to the Magic City Zel Magion!

Vanilla It’s GO TIME!

Player *Nod*

*Gate Activating*

Last Chapter: A Discovery! The Undersea Magic City!
Everyone captured the Sages' Phantom Tower and finally arrived at 

the Magic City Zel Magion which sank to the bottom of the sea. 
What fate is waiting for them at the end?!

Area 1: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 1

Vanilla
Huh…
The transfer screen is fluttering and spinning.

Elemia I’m getting a little nauseous too…

Balansia
Ah!
Look up!

Thunder Is this... the bottom of the sea?

Elemia Is a huge bubble wrapping around the city underneath the water?

Reflection
The sky is filled with swaying water?
How interesting. ♪

NAVICO
*Ding*
The information on your current location has been updated!



NAVICO
The current location is the bottom of a large duck cauldron. The ruins of the Undersea
Dead City of Zel Magion.

Balansia
Undersea Dead City…
That's the name of this city right now.

Area 2: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 2

Balansia
Amazing…
We're really in a city at the bottom of the sea.

Thunder It's a strange feeling…

Elemia
According to the story I heard from Setsuna, 
there is a relief on the central altar of this city.

NAVICO This place is like a temple with a central altar.

Vanilla Then, I'm going steadily onward like this. ♪

Area 3: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 3

Vanilla I look at the sky wrapped in that bubble and you I can’t wrap my head around it.

Thunder Yeah, me neither.

Vanilla I wonder what would happen if I pricked that bubble with a needle.

Thunder
I’d be scared!
That’s too scary to think about!!

Elemia I don't think it's possible anyway, but... definitely don't do it, okay?

Area 4: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 4

Elemia I haven't seen it properly, but maybe the whole city is the same as Seleca.

Vanilla It may be because Setsuna mistook it for the central altar of Seleca.

Balansia It must have been a twin city…

Area 5: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 5

Balansia
It's just a game narrative, but it's really fun to imagine a 
historical background like this, isn't it?

Elemia The World has always been that way.

Balansia Elemia has a long history of playing this game, right?

Elemia
Hmm?!
Ah, well, sort of… I guess.

Area 6: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 6

Thunder I get this feeling… are you older than I thought?

Elemia Come on... let’s just stay within the realm of fiction here.



Thunder
Well, wasn’t that a useless inquiry?
Hahaha!

Area 7: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 7

Elemia Oh, I have to report that we've arrived at Zel Magion safely.

Reflection Is this all smoke and mirrors right now?

Elemia No comment!

Area 8: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 8

Vanilla Well, I have to report to Doggie…

Elemia Don't you get tired of it too soon!

NAVICO That brings out a lot of bad manners…

Area 9: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 9

??? ……Ooooohhhhhhhhhh……

Reflection Did you hear that?

Elemia Yeah, I heard it.

Balansia They’re in this place too…

Area 10: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 10

Black Name Rooooaaaaaarrrrr…

Elemia Maybe that’s Karin or Suuren's Black Name.

Vanilla
I see…
Did they both become Black Names here?

Elemia Let’s say that it is one of them now…

Vanilla I'm sure one of them is there…

Area 11: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 11

Elemia Do you also report to Setsuna that you met a Black Name?

Vanilla I feel like I can understand the response of those two.…

Area 12: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 12

Elemia It’s from Karin and Suuren.

Elemia It’s says, don't worry, just beat them up and defeat them, right?

Vanilla Pretty much.



Area 13: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 13

Balansia When did you start The World, Elemia?

Elemia
You’re still tagging along?
Let’s see... I’ve been playing since the first one.

Balansia
Amazing!
I'm jealous!

Area 14: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 14

Balansia How was the first version of The World?

Elemia
Well...
Suffice it to say, it was more poetic than it is now.

Balansia Poetic, hmm?

Area 15: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 15

Elemia It felt like a mystery that could be interpreted in various ways...

Balansia I would prefer that too.

Elemia I thought so, haha.

Area 16: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 16

Bing! A Mail!

Vanilla Oh, a reply from Doggie.

Vanilla It seems the adventure with Master Atora is tough and seems to be getting tougher.

Vanilla I wonder how she feels to be growing a little?

Elemia Her duel win percentage should be increasing a little, right?

Vanilla Then, if it’s not about getting stronger, then why not stop the unreasonable duels?

Elemia It’s about finding out the truth…

Area 17: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 17

Elemia
From Bell...
She seems to be near the Duck Cauldron.

Vanilla That means it's not much farther for us.

Elemia We have to go deeper into the sea…

Area 18: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 18

Vanilla If everyone is planning to come to this place, I have to collect information properly!

Elemia Did you have enough information to collect other than the means to get there?



Vanilla Treasure information and stuff like that…

Elemia Was there any treasure information?

Vanilla No, so I want to find some...

NAVICO It’s just for your sake, isn’t it?

Area 19: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 19

Reflection Is one here?

??? ……Raaaahhhhr……

Elemia
There is one herre after all…
Which one is this? Karin or Suuren?

Thunder Is this like a battle of revenge?

Vanilla It seems that the people in question didn't really care, huh?

Player *Nod*

Area 20: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 20

Black Name Raaaawwwwwwrrrrr…

Elemia I wonder if I was able to avenge them.

Vanilla Shall I tell you the next time we meet?

Balansia …

Area 21: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 21

Balansia This time it’s painful to see a Black Name disappear, isn't it?

Vanilla I don't feel good even though it’s not my character.

Elemia You are unforgiving when you attack yourself.

Vanilla Is it all for nothing, Elemia?

Area 22: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 22

Elemia I also can’t erase my game’s save data…

Elemia
I'm in trouble because the number of memory cards with save data is getting a bit 
high.

Balansia Ah... in a sense, it might be similar for me, haha.

Vanilla You don't have to talk to each other unreasonably, right?

Area 23: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 23

Elemia We’re at the top…

Vanilla Black Names aren’t coming out anymore, and no one else has come this far, right?

Thunder It’s unexplored territory. That has a nice ring to it!



Area 24: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 24

Reflection Hmmmm, what a gloomy feeling…

Thunder
What’s wrong?
A Black Name?

Reflection
Nahhh…
But do you feel like you’ve seen something?

Elemia What a great sensing ability…

Area 25: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 25

Balansia Things get tougher the further in we go…

Elemia I wonder if the central altar is getting closer.

Vanilla I'm a little nervous... Could be what trauma is like?

Area 26: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 26

Balansia The sky ceiling that you can see from the outside of the window is approaching.

Vanilla What is that?!

Thunder I'm scared!!

Elemia Stop it…

Reflection Time to shape up?

Area 27: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 27

Vanilla There were very few treasures that looked like treasures so far…

Elemia Don't completely forget our goal…

NAVICO
Greed can also be found here…
No, it's impossible.

Area 28: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 28

<Undersea Dead City Zel Magion>
~Central Altar~

Vanilla We're finally here!

Elemia Where are the relief pieces?

Balansia There seems to be something in the center of the altar…

Elemia Okay, please wait a moment.

Reflection
...Wait a minute...
I’m getting a strange feeling like before.

??? Don’t touch it…



Player !!

*Hiss*

Elemia That’s really... a red phantom?!

Red Shadow Delete… those who… touch!

Area 29: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 29

Red Shadow Uhhhh…

Player …

Elemia How stubborn…

Red Shadow Destroy… fragments!

Elemia
What?!
Did you aim for a piece of relief?!

Player !!

Balansia Don’t let him get them!!

Reflection
It’s no use!
Balansia!

Thunder Don't touch it!!

Red Shadow Delete… those who… touch!

*Crash*

Balansia
Huh?!
…I, I……

Thunder Balansia!!

Elemia How could you do that to Balansia?!

Player !!

Area 30: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 30

Red Shadow Uhh…

Player …

Vanilla It disappeared…

Thunder
Balansia!
Are you okay?!

Balansia Ah… what is… that? Au… ra?!

Balansia
No… Balansia…
My Balansia?!

Balansia
Noooooooooo!!
Don’t go!!

Thunder
Balansia!
Calm down !!



Reflection
What did you do?!
No!!

Reflection
Balansia…
She’s turning black!

Elemia Tsk…

Vanilla It's the same... as when it happened to me…

Elemia We have no choice but to do it?!

Player ……

Balansia Rawwwwwwrrrr!!

Area 31: Undersea Dead City Zel Magion Floor 31

Balansia …Agggh…aggh……

Thunder Balansia…

Reflection She’s gone…

NAVICO Balansia's data has been erased…

NAVICO I can’t find her anywhere.

Thunder I’m trying to contact her directly…

Thunder ……

Thunder ………No use, she’s not responding…

Reflection Thunder… keep contacting her.

Thunder I'm sorry... I can't afford it right now…

Elemia
…I'm sorry.
If we had been more careful…

Thunder
That's not the case...
It’s not your fault.

Reflection
I'm going to log off today...
I'll try to contact her.

Thunder
Understood.
……Now then!

Thunder You shouldn't be so depressed... right?

Vanilla I... I didn't want you to think that…

Thunder
Gentle, young lady...
See you.

Elemia Yeah, bye.

Player ……

Vanilla You still have a job, right?

Vanilla I'd like a piece of relief that Balansia protected.…

Player *Nod*



<Undersea Dead City Zel Magion>
~Somewhere On the Roof of the Tower~

??? The second piece has been released, Luna.

Luna The second piece has been released, Maria.

Maria This world will once again greet the next morning…

Luna
What kind of weather will there be?
Huh, Maria?

Maria Hehehe…

Luna Hehehe…

End of Act Two
Continues in Act Three…


